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sheets for a class quiz. Children could work alone or in pairs or tables to test what they know about 
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How to Hide a Lion Quiz – Teacher questions 

 
1. Why did Lion come to town? (To buy a hat.)  

2. What 5 objects are the townspeople carrying to scare lion? 1 point for each item, 

bonus point for saying which item isn’t actually scary.  (Rolling pin, bagette, 

broom, dustpan and rake.) 

3. Where was Lion hiding when Iris found him?  (In her playhouse.) 

4. What was the headline on mum’s newspaper? (‘Lion on the Run’) 

5. Why, according to the story, isn’t it easy to hide a lion? Choose 3 adjectives from 

the list. (Too big, too fluffy, too heavy.) 

6. What book was Iris reading to Lion? (The Tiger who came to Tea.) 

7. What clever hiding place did Lion find in town? Choose from the answers given. 

A bonus point if you can draw what was sitting on his nose? (Between 2 stone 

lions / a bird.)  

8. What were the robbers stealing? Choose from the answers. (Candlestick).  

9. What does the Lion ask for as a reward for catching the robber? (A hat).  

10. Where would you hide a lion? Draw a picture. Bonus for the best answer / 

drawing.   
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How to Hide a Lion Quiz – Answer sheet  

 

1………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

2………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

3…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

4…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

5.  Too small, too bright, too big, too yellow, too fluffy, too heavy, too nice. (Circle 3.) 

6. The dictionary. ‘The Tiger who came to Tea’. ‘Mog and the Bad Thing’. (Circle 1.)  

7. On top of a column. Between two stone lions. In a fountain. (Circle 1.) 

Bonus point – Draw what was sitting on his nose here.  

8. A broomstick, candlesticks or toothpicks? (Circle 1.) 

9. A hat, a house or a coat. (Circle 1.) 

10. Draw where you would hide a lion here.  

 

 

 


